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Packing and Dissemination Goals

- Program Packaging
- Implementation Ready
- Replication Ready
- Dissemination of Evaluation Results
The following is the language that appeared in the Funding Opportunity Announcement for packing programs and disseminating evaluation results.

- “Successful applicants will document an intervention with sufficient detail that it could be rigorously evaluated for possible future replication and dissemination”.
Including:

- Identifying the evidence or research base for the proposed intervention;
- Documenting a new intervention in a logic model and identifying core components (when such components are known);
- Documenting significant adaptations if testing modifications to an existing evidence-based model;
- Documenting the program/curriculum in a manual, including staff training materials;
Including:

- Documenting any changes made for quality improvement based on piloting;
- Documenting any adjustments made throughout the program implementation period; and
- Including a plan for the development and dissemination of the intervention findings, including publications in a peer-reviewed publication.
All applicants will be expected to:

- Describe a detailed implementation plan.
- Develop a manual that outlines the curriculum or intervention instruction and delivery during the funded grant period.
- Monitor and document ongoing program implementation to facilitate potential future replication.
Expectations for Packaging

- Implementation Ready Packages Should Include
  - Evidence of Effectiveness
  - Core Components
  - Logic Model and Theory
  - Information on how the program was implemented
  - Facilitator guide
Implementation Ready Packages Should Include (cont)

- Curriculum
- Training materials
- Guidance on allowable adaptations
- Tools for monitoring fidelity
- Evaluation instruments (optional)
Dissemination Expectations

- Dissemination of the Packaged Program
- Dissemination of Evaluation Findings
Question and Answer